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Abstract—As the usage of service robots becomes more sophisticated,
direct communication by means of human language is required to increase
the efficiency of their performance. In natural speech interaction, however,
people often omit some words and rely on background knowledge or
the context, resulting in ambiguity. In order to develop smarter service
robots, therefore, managing the context of interaction is essential. In
this correspondence, we have investigated the mixed-initiative interaction
that prompts for missing information and clarifies ambiguous statements
based on hierarchically designed Bayesian networks. Simulation with the
Kephera II robot and a usability test have demonstrated the usefulness of
the proposed method.
Index Terms—Bayesian network, mixed-initiative interaction, service
robot.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Human–robot interaction (HRI) is an emerging field of autonomous
robotics, which is tightly connected with human–computer interaction
(HCI). Since traditional autonomous agents were directed by a human
supervisor and their autonomy was regarded as more important, they
have only managed basic interaction with humans [1]. With the recent
emphasis on the usage at homes and offices, however, autonomous
robots are required to hold daily-life interactions with the human. They
reside in human environments and interact with people, providing
services such as delivery and notifications [2].
As communication is crucial for robots to understand the user’s
intentions [3], natural language, which is one of the most prominent
human activities, is recognized as a promising method of communication between humans and robots [4], [5]. Thus, dialogue management,
which manages the natural language interaction, has been actively
investigated in the field of HCI, and it also holds great potential in
the field of HRI [6], [7].
In conversation, however, people often use ambiguous expressions
like “turn the light OFF” which may mean “turn OFF the light in
room B.” As in this case, background knowledge or the context of
dialogue is often presupposed so that missing or spurious sentences
appear frequently [8], [9]. In order to resolve ambiguities and uncertainties, the mixed-initiative (MI) approach has been presented in the
field of HCI [10]. Contrary to a tight interaction mechanism, the MI
approach attempts to solve a problem by allowing the human and the
system to collaborate in incremental stages [11].
Among many issues in the dialogue management, we have particularly focused on the ambiguous expressions and tried to establish a
natural communication mechanism between humans and robots, which
is based on a “perfect” speech recognizer. Here, the concept of MI
interaction uses the hierarchical Bayesian network model. A small
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home environment has been designed to verify the proposed MI-HRI
management, and the usability test has been conducted to show its
usefulness.
This correspondence is organized as follows. In Section II, we
survey the related work. Section III focuses on the MI-HRI management by using the hierarchical Bayesian networks. In Section IV, we
describe a service robot with the proposed MI-HRI management given
in Section III. In Section V, we report on experimental results of the
proposed method in comparison with the conventional approaches.
Finally, the conclusion is given in Section VI.
II. S ERVICE R OBOT I NTERACTION
The service robot is an important application area for autonomous
robots, because it resides in human environments such as homes and
offices to interact and cooperate with people [12]. So far, there have
been many studies on service robots which can inform humans about
home services, deliver things, or guide people [2], [13]. However,
traditional studies on service robots have mainly focused on autonomous behavior rather than interaction ability [2]. Accordingly,
even a well-performing robot could not understand what a user really
wanted due to unsophisticated and unidirectional interaction.
Although there are many ways to interact with robots such as
menus and keywords, a survey conducted by Hüttenrauch et al. [12]
showed that 82% of the participants in this correspondence preferred
speech to other interaction media. Thus, various robots have been
developed to interact with people by using natural language, but most
of them could only understand simple commands rather than complex
dialogues [2]. Some sophisticated language models in the robot area
have been proposed. Lauria et al. [3] used natural language to give
directions or to get robots to understand these directions. This model
incrementally accumulated knowledge about paths through interaction
with humans. After a robot learns a path, the user can ask the robot
to deliver something to the location. Skubic et al. [14] proposed a
sophisticated dialogue management system for spatial relationships
of environments such as homes or offices. Since this kind of robot
should understand conversation using spatial information and extract
spatial relationships, they proposed a spatial language model that is
programmed to be integrated into a robot. Lemon et al. [15] focused
on dialogue management for collaborative activities of mobile robots,
involving multiple concurrent tasks. They used a dialogue move tree
and an activity tree, and supported multiple interleaved threads of
dialogue about different activities and their execution status.
Since dialogue plays an important role in HCI and speech communication systems, various dialogue management techniques have already
been investigated in the field of HCI: pattern matching techniques,
canned scripted models, frame-based models, finite-state models, and
plan-based models [16]–[20]. Many commercial systems were produced to provide information, to make reservations, to educate, and
to guide web sites [17], [20], [21].
Two types of conventional dialogue modeling are system-initiative
models and user-initiative models. The former has a complete control
in providing a procedural guidance, while in the latter, the user has the
control to determine the preferred course of interaction. Since both of
them have limitations in task completion, a compromise between those
two approaches might be effective. For expressions and situations hard
for these approaches to deal with, the MI model has been suggested
[8], [22]. Meng et al. [8] proposed an MI model using belief networks
and a backward inference. Bechet et al. [23] attempted to build a twostep process and bridge a gap between the speech recognition and the
language understanding. A hierarchical Bayesian network approach
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE HIERARCHICAL BAYESIAN NETWORK

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed service robot.
Fig. 1.

Process of the MI-HRI management.

has been tried to model the context of a dialogue and to manage
ambiguous natural language expressions [20]. As the domain becomes
more complex, it might be difficult to infer the user intention at one
try. In such a case, MI approaches might be useful to correctly infer
the intention.
III. H IERARCHICAL B AYESIAN N ETWORK
FOR THE MI-HRI M ANAGEMENT
Sometimes, a query is not enough to analyze the user’s intention,
so the hierarchical Bayesian network is proposed for the MI-HRI
management. The hierarchical Bayesian network is composed of three
layers: a service goal, an MI, and a semantic primitive level. A node
in the service goal level indicates a specific service requested by the
user, and the MI level consists of the subconcepts corresponding to
the specific service. Semantic primitives in the semantic primitive
level are the pieces of information relevant to the application such as
certain words and environmental variables. Since the network works
within a restricted application domain, there are finite L semantic
primitives, M subgoals, and N service goals (L: the number of
semantic primitives, M : the number of subgoals, and N : the number
of service goals). Table I summarizes the formal description of the
domain and the network.

In particular, for engaging MI interaction, we positioned the subgoals between the semantic primitives and the service goals. The
subgoal layer is developed for the stepwise inference. A service
goal is inferred using subgoals, while subgoals are inferred using
semantic primitives as evidence. When it is difficult to infer a service
goal, subgoals are estimated in advance, and then, service goals are
evaluated through MI interactions. Each subgoal represents a missing
value, where the corresponding question predefined at the knowledge
base will be provided to the user when it needs some more information
for inference. We assume that there is no direct link between the goal
and the primitive nodes, which seems to be similar to hierarchically
constructed naive Bayes formulation.
The hierarchical Bayesian network operates, as shown in Fig. 1.
All nodes of the network have probabilities between zero and one,
and the semantic primitive Pri is true when it is included in the
user’s utterance or observed in the environment. With the semantic
primitives, the hierarchical Bayesian network infers the posteriori
probabilities of each subgoal and goal: P (SG| Pr) and P (G|SG).
Goal inference is conducted in two steps: subgoal inference and
service goal inference. The former uses semantic primitives as
evidence to calculate the probabilities of the subgoal nodes, while
the latter puts subgoals to be used as evidence to estimate the probabilities of the goal nodes, which is shown at the bottom of the
next page.
It finds out a goal node Gj with the highest probability P (Gj |SG)
that is greater than a threshold θ. If there is no goal node that satisfies
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the condition, however, the MI-HRI management is conducted to
figure out the user’s correct needs by requesting the user to offer a
piece of extra information based on the subgoal level. It attempts to
search a subgoal SGk that is the greatest among subgoals and greater
than the threshold θ. If there is a proper subgoal, the scope of service
goals gets to be reduced. Therefore, it can actively gather necessary
information to manage some missing concepts and finally complete
the goal inference and determine the service. Further, basic formula on
inferring intention based on the user’s query might be referred from
[8], [20], and [22]. Some queries, which are not manageable even
with the MI-HRI management, are regarded as out-of-domain (OOD)
services [8].
IV. S ERVICE R OBOT W ITH THE MI-HRI M ANAGEMENT
We designed a service robot that supports the MI-HRI management,
as shown in Fig. 2. The speech and environment interfaces collect
semantic primitives such as “turn the light ON (verbal semantic primitive)” and “dark (contextual semantic primitive)” for the MI-HRI
management. The service robot first classifies the service function
using the first-stage hierarchical Bayesian network and, then, specifies the service target using the second-stage hierarchical Bayesian
network. Finally, a sentence or services like “turn the light ON” might
be delivered to the user after the interaction.
The speech interface supports a natural interaction between humans
and robots, while the environmental interface consists of several sensors to perceive information on environment. At the stage of semantic
primitive extraction, verbal primitives are extracted from the user’s
query by stemming and pattern matching with a predefined keyword
dictionary, while contextual primitives are obtained from the sensors’
observations. These values are used as the input of MI-HRI management, and speech outputs such as questions and answers are provided
to the user as well as a service that the user wants as the results of
interaction.
Since the purpose of the study is to investigate the advanced
interaction between humans and robots, some commercial modules
are employed in the proposed service robot system. “Voiceware,”1
which is a solution for speech recognition and generation, is used
to provide users with a realistic and convenient interface. A set of
sensors “LabPro”2 developed by Vernier is also incorporated to collect
environmental information such as room temperature, illumination,
and noises. The “Khepera II”3 robot is used to provide services in the
real application, even if the services are a little simpler than those of
the simulation constructed in this correspondence.

1 http://www.voiceware.co.kr
2 http://www.vernier.com
3 http://www.k-team.com

Fig. 3. Home environment implemented for the demonstration of the proposed method (home activities: Turning ON/OFF the light, opening/closing
windows, and turning ON/OFF audios, TVs, and air conditioner).
TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRST BAYESIAN NETWORK IN
CLASSIFYING A SERVICE FUNCTION

A. Home-Service Environment
A home environment is employed to construct a simulation miniature, as shown in Fig. 3. The home services are basically initiated
by the instruction of a user. The service robot extracts useful words
from the query as evidence to infer services. It also observes various
attributes such as temperature and illumination to model the context
of environment. These values, which are used together with words
(extracted to infer a service) as semantic primitives, are collected by
“LabPro” which is programmed into the service robot.

M


P (Gi = 1|SG) =

P (SG|Gi = 1)P (Gi = 1)
= M
P (SG)
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Hierarchical Bayesian network for the inference of the service function.

B. Service Decision Based on the MI-HRI Management
A service robot determines a service in two stages: classifying a
service function and specifying a service target. The proposed twolevel service inference might increase the applicability and scalability
of the proposed method, since networks in the inference model can
be independently constructed from each other. In the hierarchical
Bayesian network of the first stage, ten-goal service nodes are constructed by the domain expert for the associated ten functions of the
service robot, as shown in Table II. A number of verbal and contextual
semantic primitives consist of primitive nodes in the network, while
subgoals are designed for the MI interaction. Table II describes the
details of the Bayesian network in classifying a service function,
and Fig. 4 shows its brief overview.
When the robot gets a command like “turn ON the air conditioner” from the user, it assigns “true” to nodes for the semantic
primitives observed (turn, ON, air conditioner), while “false” is assigned to nodes for the semantic primitives not observed. Based on
the inference algorithm using the conditional probability table, the
probabilities of subgoals and service goals are obtained, and hence, the
service goal “turn-ON-air conditioner” will be selected as the service
function.
If an explicit query is given at this stage such as “please, turn ON
the air conditioner,” “turn OFF the light,” and “open the window,”
the type of the service is easily inferred from the network: “turnON -air conditioner,” “turn- OFF-light,” and “open-window.” If there
appears an ambiguous query, however, it might be difficult to directly
determine the service type. For example, “too hot here,” “I am bored
to death,” and “turn it ON” may be interpreted as having more than
one meaning. According to the specification of the home environment
implemented in this correspondence, “too hot here” may signify either

“please, turn ON the air conditioner” or “please, open the window.”
In addition, the meaning of “turn it ON” can be different according
to what “it” really implies. Based on the MI-HRI management, the
robot infers that the service type should be clarified and requests
additional information to the user like this: “Which one do you want,
open the window or turn ON the air conditioner?” The goal inference
at the first stage will be completed with responses from the user.
An ambiguous statement like “too hot here” might be interpreted as
wanting to have an ice cream or a cold shower instead of turning
ON the air conditioner or opening the window, but the set of possible inferences is basically designed based on an extendable home
environment.
After selecting the service function, the associated hierarchical
Bayesian network of the second stage works to specify the service
target, and it decides the final service that will be performed. For
example, “which room” or “which window” is determined in this
stage. In this correspondence, ten hierarchical Bayesian networks,
as a whole, are constructed for the second stage to determine the
service target, which correspond to the service functions at the first
stage. Each network also consists of several verbal semantic primitives
and contextual semantic primitives related to the specific service
target.
The second-stage inference is simultaneously done with the firststage inference, and even a query that is nonproblematic at the first
stage may have some ambiguities at the second stage. The command
“turn OFF the light” can be interpreted as having several possibilities
like “turn OFF the light in room A,” “turn OFF the light in the kitchen,”
or “turn OFF all the lights in this house.” When the user commands
“power on the stereo in the next room,” for other instance, the
robot should know where the next room is. This might be solved by
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Fig. 5. Snapshots for the action “turn-OFF-the-audio-in-room C.”

using the context of the situation, but if there are several possible
rooms, the robot can ask to specify the target of the service. The
MI-HRI management at this stage attempts to specify the object of
the service to understand the user’s intention like: “Turn OFF the light
in room C.” Accordingly, the service will be decided and executed,
or failed.

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Experimental Environments
A simulation using “Khepera II” robot has been made in which
the environment is similar to that presented in Section IV. There are
seven specific rooms, including a kitchen, a living room, and a floor;
three stereos, three TVs, and an air conditioner are located in the
rooms. Every room has its own windows and lights. The miniature
consists of a main desktop, a model house, a microphone, a set of
sensors, and a “Kephera II” robot, which moves along predefined
paths. Some services, such as opening windows and turning ON the
light, are considered to be completed when it reaches to the target
location.

B. Illustration on Providing Services
Dialogue 1 illustrates an example using the MI-HRI management.
The user wants to make the service robot turn OFF the audio in
room C but does not definitely specify the task. Through the MI-HRI
management based on the hierarchical Bayesian network, the robot
collects more information on the user’s intention and finally achieves
the goal, as shown in Fig. 5. This kind of ambiguous queries that
have more than one interpretation can also be handled by the proposed
method.
Dialogue 1. An example for the ambiguous service function
inference.
User: It is too noisy here.
Robot: Which do you want, turn OFF the TV or the stereo?
Semantic primitives (noisy, here)
Service function inference (subgoal: turn OFF) → MI dialogue
User: The stereo in the next room.
Robot: Which room? First son’s room (room C) or living room
(room F)?
Semantic primitives (stereo, next, room)
Service target inference (subgoal: some) → MI dialogue
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Description on the task.

Context (stereo, room C, ON)
Context (stereo, room F, ON)
User: First son’s room (room C), please.
Robot: I am going to turn OFF the stereo in the first son’s room
(room C).
Semantic primitives (stereo, room C)
Service function inference (turn-OFF-stereo); service target
inference (room C)
(Service: Turn-OFF-stereo-room C)

Fig. 7. Results of the usability test.
TABLE III
PAIRED t-TEST RESULT

C. Usability Test
A usability test is conducted to evaluate the quantitative performance of the proposed method, in which several tasks are given to
subjects. The subjects are classified into the expert and novice group
based on their personal experiences on the computer. A set of tasks
is sorted by the degree of ambiguity of the situation. The number
of interactions and the hitting rate are recorded with the log of user
dialogues.
1) Task and Environment: Three tasks shown in Fig. 6 are given to
16 people (eight experts and eight novices) with two robots, where one
robot uses a simple dialogue management without the MI interaction
(see dialogue 2) [24] and the other adopts the proposed MI HRI.
It includes the structure of the house, the current position of the
user, and the condition of each object, where the service robot is
set always besides the user. The manual on operating the service
robot that includes several example dialogues is only provided to the
expert group, while a simple hint, like that we can interact with the
robot using conversation, is provided to the novice group. Before
the experiment, a chance to be familiar with the robot is given only
to the expert group.
Dialogue 2. An example of simple dialogue management.
User: It is too noisy here.
Robot: I cannot understand. Please say in detail.
Semantic primitives (noisy, here)
(Service: Nothing over threshold)
User: Turn OFF the audio.
Robot: I cannot understand. Please say in detail.
Semantic primitives (turn, OFF, stereo)
(Service: Nothing over threshold)
User: Turn OFF the audio in the first son’s room (room C).
Robot: I am going to turn OFF the stereo in the first son’s room
(room C).
Semantic primitives (turn, OFF, stereo, first son room)
(Service: Turn-OFF-stereo-room C)

2) Result of the Usability Test: Fig. 7 shows the number of interactions and the hitting rate for each approach. Both the expert and
the novice groups use fewer interactions when they use the proposed
method. In particular, the proposed method requires less interaction
than the other for the highly ambiguous situation like the third task.
The subjects simply expressed their emotion like “It is quite warm
here,” and the service robot understood the intention of the user and
suggested a solution.
In terms of hitting rate, the proposed MI HRI is better than the other
for the novice group. The expert group already knew how to operate the
robot, so all tasks were completely solved. For the novice group, on the
other hand, it was hard to complete the given task with the conventional
method. When using the conventional method, 30% of success rate
was obtained for the third task. However, when using the proposed
method, a success rate of 90% was achieved. The result indicates
that the proposed method improves the performance of interactions
between the novices and the robots, since it guides them to fulfill
their goals.
A paired t-test is also conducted for each task, where we can confirm
the significance level of the experimental results, as shown in Table III,
except for the second task. Since we did not give any information on
the source of the music, the second task might be intuitively solved to
be dependent on the subject and produced rather large variation.
We have also compared the two approaches in terms of “out of
domain” and “in domain” that are popular measures in evaluating
the dialogue system. A query is regarded as “out of domain” if its
content is not included in the domain like “who is in the room,” and
“in domain” otherwise. As shown in Fig. 8, there appear fewer “out
of domain” queries with the proposed method than the conventional
method, and the ratio of “out of domain” queries is reduced from
46.3% to 23% within a statistical significance level by using the MI
HRI. It is because the proposed method restricts the scope of the
conversation.
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Fig. 8. Analysis of the query.

VI. C ONCLUSION
This correspondence aimed to construct an effective conversational interface for HRI that would manage more flexible and natural
dialogues. Understanding the user’s intentions is important for robots
to offer an appropriate service, but in conversation, it is often hard
to infer the correct and detailed intention because of the uncertainty
inherent in queries. Since missing concepts cause an ambiguous situation, we have proposed the hierarchical Bayesian networks to deal with
it. We have also constructed a service robot working with the MI-HRI
management and verified its usefulness through some simulations and
usability tests.
Even though we have dealt with several issues of the MI interaction,
the proposed method is limited in its applicability and robustness associated with the language understanding since the Bayesian network
should be constructed for the target application. In the next stage of our
research, we will investigate an automatic method in constructing the
Bayesian network for a specific domain and a sophisticated dialogue
model that manages various expressions of conversation.
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